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GETTING STARTED

LESSONS

Each Featured Artist has created video demos to take you step-by-step through the creation

process and provided inspiring prompts.

The Art Box provides the opportunity to be introduced to and learn from Toledo-Area artists.

The Let's Create Booklet explains all the Art Box supplies and has several lessons to help you

get started using these materials. 

VIDEO DEMOS

You can download a PDF of the Let's Create Booklet and view all artist video demos at

TheArtsCommission.org/ArtLoop



Alcohol Inks (age 7+ with adult supervision)

Highly saturated, fast-drying alcohol inks for any hard surface, including glass, metal, plastic, ceramic,

stone, leather, resin, polymer clay, YUPO® and more. Indelible and impervious to water, the inks clean up

with alcohol and re-wet themselves, allowing for unique effects and techniques. Acid-free.

Mini YUPO® Multimedia Paper, 12 Sheets 144lb. Heavy (suitable for alcohol inks)

A slick, smooth, non-absorbent surface that allows alcohol inks and paints like watercolor and acrylics to

sit right on top of the paper, making for beautiful, watery effects unachievable on any other paper. It

also holds pen and ink lines with razor sharp precision.

Sharpie® Metallic Permanent Marker, Gold & Silver

Never dull and always brilliant, Sharpie® Metallic Permanent Markers have a stunning sheen that stands

out on both light and dark surfaces. They are fade and water resistant as well as AP certified.

Tombow MONO Aqua Liquid Glue, 1.69oz.

Features dual applicators in one ergonomic dispenser; pen tip for small areas or fine line of glue and

broad tip for large areas. The glue has a strong permanent bond that goes on clear and dries clear. Acid

free and photo-safe.

Oil Pastels, Set of 12

These are brilliantly colored pastels that apply smoothly and blend easy for subtle shades, tints, and

color mixtures. Acid free and ACMI Certified.

MONO Twin Permanent Marker
A permanent black marker featuring two high quality tips; fine and broad. The two tips are great for

drawing, lettering and creating a variety of line widths. This maker is long lasting, smear proof, and can

be colored overtop with other markers instantly even on very absorbent paper.

Mixed Media Kit

A combination of mixed media papers; book pages, tissue, and Japanese Washi papers, including

handmade and machine-made papers of kozo, gampi, and mitsumata fibers. 

2 pairs of nitrile gloves, powder and latex free (child-size and adult medium)

8-inch wire pieces for handmade paper flower construction

Washi tape

Stickers

Craft sticks

BONUS!

Mixed Media Heavyweight Paper (NOT suitable for alcohol inks 

A                                  piece to accompany an alcohol ink lesson.

SUPPLIES
A set of specially selected, premium materials by Art Supply Depō for all ages and skill levels.

- use for mixed media ONLY)

Libbey glassware

*Glassware is for decorative use ONLY once alcohol inks have been applied. 

 Alcohol inks are toxic if ingested.

































Keep the mess under control.

Prepare your work area with paper towels, rags, or cloths because the pastels will quickly get on your

fingers. It helps to wear gloves and old clothing, apron, or smock while you work.

Keep oil pastels organized and clean.

This is especially important when layering and blending with other colors. What happens is, the oil

pastel sticks will pick up other colors onto the stick you’re using, and that can be cause a problem if you

use that stick later but still have a smear of another color adhered to the end of the stick.Think of having

a yellow colored oil pastel but with a smear of blue on the end of it – that little bit of blue could

potentially become very difficult to wipe out later on, especially in an area where you didn’t want any

blue at all there. Yes, you could blend that dab of the other color in, but it would dull the vibrance of

your color overall.

BEGINNERS GUIDE TO OIL PASTELS
What makes oil pastels great for beginners, is how quick and easy it is to get started creating artwork.

Prepare your work area.

When we draw we have a tendency to rest the palm of our hand on the paper. Because oil pastels are

soft this can cause unwanted smearing and mess. To avoid this smearing take a blank piece of scatch

paper, fold it in half, and place it on the portion of the drawing where your palm naturally rests. This will

allow your hand to move comfortably while protecting your work.

Avoid smearing.

Clean pastels while drawing.

Use paper towels to keep your oil pastel sticks clean and free of other colors before you put them away.

Remove pastel shavings.
While drawing the oil pastels can create little shavings on your paper. To remove the shavings lift your

paper and shake overtop of a scratch piece of paper next to your work station. Avoid brushing shavings

off with your hand because they will smear.  

Protect and show off your work!

A great affordable method for protecting and showcasing your oil pastels work is to place the piece in a

plastic binder sleeve. This will keep the oil pastels from smearing and getting onto unwanted surfaces.

Learn new techniques.

Blending.

Try blending with oil pastels to see what effects can be created with them. You can blend with your

finger, but also try blending using brushes or cloth.

Take care of your supplies.

Fill in bigger blocks of color first, then add details later.

Because you can layer color with oil pastels it helps to start filling in the larger part of the image first.

This approach allows you to go back in and add details much more smoothly.











#MYVIBRANTTOLEDO

Take a photo of your creations and post it to your social channels with 

Make sure to like and tag @theartscommission on Instagram and 

@artscommission on Facebook.

While we are unable to gather to celebrate the arts, we can still stay inspired together. 

Art Box is a way for The Arts Commission to connect with our community while

supporting local artists and businesses. 

SPONSORED BY

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

To learn more visit us at

TheArtsCommission.org

Do you like these materials? Want more?

We partnered with the Art Supply Depō to curate a selection 

of high quality, affordable supplies for all ages and skill levels. 

Pay them a visit at 

www.ArtSupplyDepo.com


